Schedule of Activities

Information Sessions:
Learn about our graduate programs in Architecture (MArch), Landscape Architecture (MLA), Urban Design (MUD) and Visual Studies (MVS) as well as how to prepare for the application process.

10:00 a.m. Welcome to the Daniels Faculty
Join Dean, Richard Sommer in welcoming all future students with a discussion of the Daniels Faculty and our graduate programs.
Main Hall | Room 170

10:15 a.m. Introduction to our Graduate programs
Hear from the directors of our graduate programs in Architecture, Landscape Architecture, Urban Design and Visual Studies.
Main Hall | Room 170

11:15 a.m. Applying for Graduate Studies
Following a short break, we will run through the application requirements and information on how to apply. The second half of this session will provide tips for preparing the additional pieces of your application, including your portfolio.
Main Hall | Room 170

12:30 - 3:00 p.m. Meet & Greet
Stroll through The Commons on the main floor of One Spadina, stop for a complimentary hot beverage at our student run Café 059 and meet with Faculty from the MArch, MLA, MUD or MVS programs, as well as alumni, current students and staff.
The Commons

1:00 - 2:00 p.m. Alumni Panel (MArch, MLA, MUD)
This session will allow you to hear from some of our Alumni in Architecture, Landscape Architecture and Urban Design as they speak to their experiences as a graduate student at Daniels and how their experiences helped to prepare them for where they are now.
Main Hall | Room 170

1:15 - 2:15 p.m. Alumni Panel & Discussion (MVS)
This session will allow you to hear from some of our Alumni in Visual Studies as they speak to their experiences as a graduate student at Daniels and how their experiences helped to prepare them for where they are now.
Art Museum | 15 King’s College Circle

2:15 - 3:00 p.m. Mingle & Tour of the Art Museum (MVS)
Join a guided tour of the current exhibitions at the Art Museum and explore one of the exhibition spaces utilized by our MVS students. Mingle with current Faculty and alumni.
Art Museum | 15 King’s College Circle
Graduate Open House
Friday, October 18, 2019

Exhibition:
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Explore the current exhibition “Sound and Surface”, by Brady Peters and others in the Larry Wayne Richards Gallery at One Spadina.

Open Studio:
3:00 - 6:00 p.m. Design Studios drop-in from 3-6 p.m. Prospective students are welcome to sit in on this course for a glimpse into studio courses at Daniels as well as the opportunity to observe the types of projects that students will encounter in the MArch program.

Graduate Studio | 3rd Floor

Tours of the Fabrication Lab:
1:00 p.m. & 3:00 p.m. Take the PH2 elevator (located in the Commons) to the lower level for a tour of the Assembly Room, CNC room and robotic arm facilities at One Spadina.

Tours of the Workshops:
2:00 p.m. & 4:00 p.m. Take the PH2 elevator (located in the Commons) to the lower level for a tour of the Metal Shop and Wood Shop facilities at One Spadina.

Tours of the GRIT Lab with the Director of the MLA:
3:00 p.m. Students interested in the Master of Landscape Architecture are encouraged to connect with Liat Margolis, Director of the MLA and Associate Dean, Research for a guided tour of the Green Roof Innovation Testing Laboratory at the Daniels Faculty.
3:45 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

Guided Tours
Take a guided tour of the Daniels Faculty at One Spadina and North/ South Borden led by one of our Daniels Student Ambassadors. Tours are typically 30-45 minutes in length. Tours will begin from the welcome table.
Departure times: 9:00 a.m. | 2:00 p.m. | 3:30 p.m.

Self-Guided Tours
If you are not able to join us for a guided tour, please grab a self-guided walking tour from our welcome table and explore One Spadina at your leisure.